Images on fields are the messages for aliens from underground inhabitants of Earth created by means of the power transmitter – a projector.

Children like to draw everything that to them will take in head. Tutors have to penetrate into the creations created by children. In everyone the line, a figure, a hook, any flourish the deep meaning and unpredictable imagination are enclosed. Adults should understand it in time, to inspire and increase a creative rush of the child.

And here a bright example that has turned out from circles and little men. About the mysterious and inexplicable circles continually arising on fields and crops worldwide for the last more than forty years. Since the beginning of the 70th years about 10000 cases of emergence of images on fields are already recorded. Researchers of this mysterious and still inexplicable phenomenon make the mass of hypotheses, but what of them is close to the truth while it is unknown. All hypotheses can be divided into several categories: the natural reasons (lightnings, reasonable ants, energy of Earth) created by the person, an UFO trace. The most popular version of origin of circles on fields is connected with the advent of newcomers by spaceships from other planets which have left to people of Earth some message.

We offer other exclusive hypothesis of emergence of images on fields:— it the messages for aliens from underground inhabitants of Earth created by means of the power transmitter – a projector. Information on fields contains necessary data on a condition of Earth and also spiritual and material needs of underground inhabitants (fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Images on fields
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